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ABSTRACT

Scalable video compression is the encoding of a single video
sequence into multiple layers, each layer with its own data
rate. Because of the computational complexity of full video
encryption, partial encryption has emerged as a general trend
for both standard and scalable video codecs. Depending on
the application, a particular layer of the video stream is cho-
sen for encryption. In some applications, however, more
than one video layer may need to be protected. This results
in more complicated key management as multiple keys are
needed. In this paper, we present an integrated approach to
encrypting multiple layers. Our proposal is a prepositioned
shared secret scheme that enables the reconstruction of dif-
ferent keys by communicating different activating shares for
the same prepositioned information. It presents advantages
over three other key management schemes.

1. INTRODUCTION

The recent phenomenal growth in Internet technologies has
led to the development of a vast number of multimedia ap-
plications. These applications, which combine audio, video
and text, include videoconferencing, on-line video games
and pay TV. To reduce the huge bandwidth requirements,
video compression is used to remove the spatial and tem-
poral redundancy in source sequences. MPEG-1, MPEG-
2, H.261,and H.263 are among the most widely used video
compression standards in the delivery of multimedia con-
tent. In heterogeneous networks, there are potential uncer-
tainties [1]:

� the channel capacity may be unknown or time-varying
when the video is encoded.

� the clients may display characteristics with different
computational and communication capabilities.
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Such conditions are inherent in wireless or hybrid (wired/
wireless) systems [2]. The video source may simultane-
ously send a full bandwidth stream to fixed clients on a
wired network and a lower bandwidth stream to mobile clients
on a wireless network. A transcoder at the sender’s site is
used to generate lower resolution bit streams.

Scalable video compression allows a single video stream
to be encoded in different layers, each layer having its own
data rate [3]. The availability of the streams of multiple
quality makes it possible to adapt to a given set of client
capabilities and network conditions.

A scalable codec produces a partitioning of the com-
pressed video data into substreams of varying importance.
The type of the codec depends on how the partition is made.
There are generally five types of scalability [3, 4]: (1) SNR,
(2) Rate, (3) spatial, (4) temporal, and (5) content.

Security is an increasingly important requirement for
multimedia applications where the data has to be protected
from unauthorized users [5]. Encryption is an essential tool
to provide confidentiality in open public networks such as
the Internet. Because of the computational complexity of
full video encryption, a general trend for both standard and
scalable video codecs is to use partial encryption [1].

Several approaches have been proposed for partial en-
cryption regarding video codecs such as MPEG-1 or MPEG-
2: the protection of I frames or I blocks only [6]; the permu-
tation of DCT coefficients [7]; and the selection of a partic-
ular subset of important DCT coefficients for protection [8].
A recent study [9] compares partial encryption results for a
scalable video codec and the non-scalable MPEG-1 codec.
It is shown that the protection obtained from simple base
layer encryption of a scalable encoded video based on a
spatial resolution pyramid is comparable to the best known
partial MPEG encryption method.

Scalable video codecs generate a base layer and several
enhancement layers of video. Depending on the applica-
tion, all the layers or a particular layer may need to be pro-
tected. In a Pay-Per-View application, for example, the full-
resolution video of a movie trailer may be multicast without
protection. When the actual movie starts, the encrypted base



layer would provide sufficient degradation in image quality
for the customers who have not obtained the viewing autho-
rization. In other applications, the base layer may need to
be encrypted together with an enhancement layer. The in-
formation about the encrypted layers is carried to the clients
in the packet header.

In this paper, we present an integrated approach to en-
crypt multiple layers. Our proposal is a prepositioned shared
secret scheme that enables the reconstruction of different
keys by communicating different activating shares for the
same prepositioned information.

2. SCALABLE VIDEO ENCRYPTION SCHEME
BASED ON SECRET SHARING

A (t; n) threshold scheme (t � n) [10] is a method by
which n secret shares Si; (1 � i � n), are computed from
a secret S in such a way that at least t shares are required
to reconstruct S. In a (2; 5) threshold scheme, the secret is
divided into five pieces, and any two of the five pieces can be
used to reconstruct the secret. In a perfect threshold scheme,
a knowledge of (t� 1) or fewer shares does not change the
probability distribution of the possible values of the secret.
Shamir’s (t; n) threshold scheme [11] uses a random (t �
1)-degree polynomial over the finite Galois Field GF (p),
i.e., f(x) = (at�1x

t�1 + :::+ a1x+ a0)mod p:

1. Choose a prime p larger than n and the secret S.

2. Define S to be the constant term a0.

3. Construct f(x) by selecting (t � 1) random coeffi-
cients a1; :::; at�1.

4. Compute the shares by evaluate f(x) at n distinct
points, and distribute them to n members.

The secret S can be computed by constructing the poly-
nomial from any t of the n shares.

Figure 1 shows three encrypted layers of a scalable video
stream. Suppose each layer is encrypted using a different
key. We will later discuss key diversification. The follow-
ing notation is used for the encryption process:

fMgk Message M is encrypted with the symmetric key k.
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{Base Layer}
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Figure 1: Encryption of multiple layers of a scalable video
stream

A traditional approach for encrypting multiple layers is
to use three different symmetric keys. A symmetric group

key can be established between a sender and the receivers
in a multicast architecture in several different ways [12, 13,
14]. Efficiency is achieved with hierarchical key distribu-
tion trees. A discussion of the group key management is
beyond the scope of our work. Once the group key is estab-
lished, it is used until a member joins or leaves the multicast
group. In the multimedia applications where the data has a
high commercial value, the group key ought to change fre-
quently. The frequency selected in some of the conditional
access systems today is as few as a couple of seconds [15].
If more than one layer of a scalable video stream needs to
be encrypted, we need as many simultaneous group keys as
the number of layers.

A recent paper [16] introduces a new approach based
on secret sharing in which the group manager (GM) assigns
unique secret shares to the nodes in the distribution tree.
Called the Centralized Key Management with Secret Shar-
ing (CKMSS), this is a prepositioned shared secret scheme
that allows the reconstruction of different keys by communi-
cating different activating shares for the same prepositioned
information. For a given node in the tree, the activating
share and the shares assigned to the node define a unique
polynomial. By a proper assignment of the shares, different
key encryption keys are generated for different nodes. A
comparison of the scheme with the Wong et al method [17]
shows that both computational and communication costs are
comparable. A major advantage of using shares instead of
keys is that for each new activating share, a new set of keys
are generated for the nodes.

Now, we will extend this scheme to the encryption of
multiple layers of scalable video. Given the 3 layers in
Figure 1, the members of the multicast group need to have
three simultaneous group keys for decrypting the 3 layers
of video, and these keys will have to be renewed for each
join and leave. Furthermore, depending on the application,
the frequency of periodic group key change may be quite
high. Following our example of a 3-layer video stream,
three separate keys would be generated by any centralized
key management scheme. Generation of multiple keys in
the CKMSS scheme is straightforward. Two alternatives
can be considered:

1. Only one activating share is multicast by the GM, and
it is used together with the prepositioned information
to generate three simultaneous keys. In this case, the
shares assigned to the root are used to define three
subsets, one subset for each key. As each node can
be assigned a different number of shares, such an ar-
rangement is trivial.

2. Three activating shares are multicast by the GM, and
they are used together with the prepositioned infor-
mation to generate three simultaneous keys.



Consider the k-ary tree in Figure 2. The value of k is
4�, and the tree is has 16 members.
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Figure 2: Hierarchical tree for secret sharing

For each join/leave and each periodic key change, the
shares will change. Choosing Alternative 1 for multiple key
generation and using group-oriented strategy [17], let’s see
the effect of these operations on the tree:

Leaving the tree:

The leaving member will bem16. The GM deletes the mem-
ber node and the set node for the individual set from the key
graph, and replacess13�16 at the ”leaving point” bys13�15
ands1�16 by s1�15. It then constructs and multicasts the
following message to the remaining fifteen members:

L0 : fs1�15gk1�4 ; fs1�15gk5�8 ; fs1�15gk9�12 ; fs1�15gk13�15
L1 : fs13�15gk13 ; fs13�15gk14 ; fs13�15gk15
GM ! fm1; � � � ;m15g : AS;L0; L1

whereAS is the activating share, and the fresh keys
k1�4, k5�8, k9�12, k13�15, k13, k14 andk15 are obtained
using the activating share and the setss1�4, s5�8, s9�12,
s13�15, s13, s14 ands15, respectively. The members con-
struct the next group keyk13�15 when the new activating
share is multicast with the encrypted content.

Joining the tree:

The joining member will be labeledm16. The GM estab-
lishess16 with the member, creates a new member node
and a new set node, and attaches the set node to the existing
”joining point.” After changings1�15 to s1�16 ands13�15
to s13�16, it constructs and sends the following two mes-
sages (The first is multicast to members1� 15, the second
is unicast to member16):

GM ! fm1; � � � ;m15g : AS; fs1�16gk1�15 ; fs13�16gk13�15
GM ! m16 : AS; fs1�16; s13�16gk16
�Wong et al have found that the optimal key tree degree is approxi-

mately four

whereAS is the activating share, and the fresh keysk1�15,
k13�15 andk16 are obtained using the activating share and
the setss1�15, s13�15 ands16, respectively. The members
construct the next group keyk13�16 when the new activat-
ing share is multicast with the encrypted content.

Periodic key change:

For periodic group key change, the group manager con-
structs and multicasts the following message to the entire
group:

GM ! fm1; � � � ;m16g : AS,
whereAS is the activating share.

The activating share is used by the group members to
construct the new group keyk1�16.

3. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an integrated scheme for encrypting scal-
able video streams. For an-layer stream,n group keys are
needed in a multicast architecture. The CKMSS scheme
can be used in a straightforward manner for the simultane-
ous generation of thesen keys. The set of secret shares
assigned to the root of the tree can be chosen in such a way
that a disjoint subset can be used for the generation of each
key. Other advantages of this extension are:

� The keys used in protecting the new secret shares af-
ter each join/leave operation are always fresh keys.
This is in contrast with the Wong et al scheme where
only the compromised keys are replaced.

� For periodic group key change, the only data in the
multicast message is the activating share. In com-
parison, three well-known schemes have certain over-
heads or weaknesses.

– For ak-ary tree, the Wong et al scheme requires
k messages to be multicast.

– In Iolus [18], the new key for each subgroup
is multicast to the subgroup encrypted with the
old subgroup key. This presents a weakness be-
cause it sets up a chain of keying material. A
compromise in one link of the chain results in a
compromise of all the keying material in the re-
maining part of the chain. The alternative sug-
gested for key change is to wait until a member
leaves.

– In the dual encryption protocol (DEP) [19], two
types of keys are defined: the key encryption
keys (KEKs) are used to hide data encryption
keys (DEKs) from the participants (nodes who



are not entitled to the multicast data) and the lo-
cal subgroup keys are used by subgroup man-
agers (SGMs) to distribute encrypted DEKs to
their subgroup members. For periodic rekey-
ing, a SGM signs the new subgroup key and en-
crypts it with the public keys of all the subgroup
members. It then multicasts the protected key to
its subgroup members. Refreshing the key en-
cryption keys (KEKs) is a costly procedure, and
should be done infrequently.

� The difficulty of finding the key of a node depends
on the degree of the polynomial defined for the node,
and hence, the number of shares stored as preposi-
tioned information. This parametrization is useful in
adjusting the scheme to the security requirements of
the applications.
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